Week 52
Sunday December 20th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Maltese News - News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no
subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in Macedonian,
no subtitles.

9:00 am

PopAsia - Features back-to-back videos from artists across Asia and all the latest news and
interviews from the Korean, Japanese, Mandarin and Cantonese pop scenes. Hosted by
Jamaica dela Cruz and Andy Trieu. (An SBS Production) (Entertainment Series) PG

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

12:05 pm

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Movie: Howl's Moving Castle - Sophie, a teenage girl working in her family's hat shop, finds
her life thrown into turmoil when a handsome-but-mysterious wizard named Howl sweeps her
off her feet. This innocent encounter enrages the vain and conniving Witch of the Waste, who
transforms Sophie into a 90-year-old woman. Sophie's efforts to break the curse bring her to
Howl's magical moving castle, where she befriends Markl, Howl's apprentice, and the hotheaded fire demon Calcifer. Directed by Hayao Miyazaki. (From Japan, in English) (Animation)
(2004) (Rpt) PG CC
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Sunday December 20th, 2015
3:05 pm

Secret Life Of ... - Alexander The Great - This cheeky and provocative biography series
dishes the dirt on icons of the past. Get all the gossip on history's biggest stars, from Henry VIII
to Marie Antoinette. Unlike the tabloids though, all the facts are rigorously researched. The
result? A rare glimpse into the rarefied world of the rich, famous and scandalous. (From the UK)
(Biography Series) (Rpt) PG

3:30 pm

The Pitch - Frangelico - This series goes behind the closed doors of the world of advertising
as America's top creative ad agencies go head to head to win a real campaign from a major
brand. Each week, two different agencies will prepare and present their pitch. In this episode,
an east coast agency competes against a west coast agency for the Frangelico liqueur account.
In order to win, these agencies must capture the spirit of the female consumer. (From the UK)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(L)

4:20 pm

Heston's Feasts - Heston's Titanic Feast - Top chef Heston Blumenthal sets out to reinvent
famous past or imagined feasts for celebrity diners. Tonight, Heston lays on an adventurous
Edwardian feast worthy of being served on the Titanic. The menu features an Antarctic roll
served on edible snow, inspired by Scott of the Antarctic, and a camel burger, inspired by
Lawrence of Arabia. (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

5:15 pm

Dare 2 Dance - Bollywood star Akshay Kumar hosts this entertaining dance show, where the
contestants are tested not only on their dancing prowess, but also on endurance and
determination. Ten well-known faces from the Indian dance scene will be doing things that they
have never done before, and testing not only their skills but facing their fears as well. (From
India, in Hindi and English) Entertainment Series) G **New Episode**

7:35 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel of 24
single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through the use of
their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large studio
audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) G **New Episode**

8:35 pm

South Park - Over Logging - The citizens of South Park wake up one morning shocked to find
the internet has gone down. Upon hearing news that there may still be an internet in California,
Randy decides to pack up his family and head out West - only to be placed in an internet
refugee camp on arrival. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) MA (A,S) CC

9:00 pm

Drunk History - Oklahoma - Kentucky Daisy claims land for the ladies, Gordon Cooper goes
on a pioneering space mission, and former slave Bass Reeves becomes the inspiration for the
Lone Ranger. Kentucky Daisy stakes a claim to land, Gordon Cooper overcomes mechanical
issues on a one-man space mission, and African-American Deputy Marshal Bass Reeves is the
inspiration for the Lone Ranger. Featuring Kat Dennings, Colin Hanks and Jaleel White.
(S.3,Ep.7) (From the US) (Comedy Series) M(A,L) **New Episode**

9:25 pm

South Park – Details TBA.
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Sunday December 20th, 2015
9:55 pm

Russell Howard's Good News - Russell Howard presents this very popular weekly topical
comedy series filmed in front of a live studio audience. In this new season Russell once again
offers his unique and quirky take on the week's global headlines and bizarre news stories.
Sifting through over 60 international news channels, 140 newspapers from around the world
and over 1,000 news clips, no stone is left unturned in his pursuit of the weird and wonderful
stories that have been dominating the press this week. Russell is also joined by a special guest
with an amazing story to tell. (S.9,Ep.1) (From the UK) (Entertainment Series) (class tba)
**Series Return**

10:30 pm

Pornography: The Musical - This program from BAFTA award-winning director Brian Hill takes
a sideways peep at the British porn industry and the women who work in it. Kelly Cooke, a fortysomething retired porn star, gives the low down on the sleazy mechanics of the industry. While
porn industry documentaries have become a worn-out staple of late-night television, this film is
different in that it's a musical, with lyrics about the pain and pleasures of porn stardom. (From
the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) MA (S,N,A) CC

11:25 pm

Sex With Sunny Megatron - Fantasy - Fantasies otherwise known as our secret desires are
explored. Sunny meets a couple who enjoy dogging which involves sex in the great outdoors. A
panel of experts and friends talk to Sunny about fantasies. There are a lot of vibrating sex toys
on the market and Sunny takes some of the confusion out of what to buy. Sunny gets to the
bottom of the nagging question of whether sperm is good for use as a skin facial treatment.
Does your fantasy involve food? Sunny talks to a couple who enjoy sploshing. (S.1,Ep.8) (Fro,
the US) (Documentary) MA(N,A,S) **New Episode**

11:55 pm

In Her Skin - Mystery, love and scandal intertwine in this addictive telenovela about two
murdered souls fighting for the control of one body. (From US, in Spanish) (Drama Series) M

12:45 am

In Her Skin - Mystery, love and scandal intertwine in this addictive telenovela about two
murdered souls fighting for the control of one body. (From US, in Spanish) (Drama Series) M

1:35 am

Movie: The Woman With A Broken Nose - A young woman with a broken nose steps out of a
taxi caught in a traffic jam on the Belgrade Bridge, leaving behind a baby and throwing herself
off the bridge. What begins with a suicide attempt connects the turbulent lives of the three
witnesses: a hard-edged taxi driver, a traumatised school teacher, and a pharmacist struggling
with a life decision. (From Serbia, in Serbian) (Movie) (Romantic Comedy) (2010) (Rpt) M(A,L)

3:30 am

CCTV News In English From Beijing - The English language news channel from China
Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network. (News)
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Monday December 21st, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Latin American News - News via satellite from Television National de Chile, in Spanish, no
subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in Macedonian,
no subtitles.

9:05 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:40 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:20 am

Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

12:05 pm

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.

1:30 pm

Tamil News - News via satellite from PolimerTV as broadcast in India (Chennai), in Tamil, no
subtitles.

2:00 pm

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.
(News)

2:30 pm

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.

3:00 pm

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

3:30 pm

Romanian News - News via satellite from TVRi Bucharest Romania, in Romanian, no subtitles.
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Monday December 21st, 2015
4:00 pm

Dara O Briain: School Of Hard Sums – Sally Phillips and Jon Richardson - Guest
comedians Sally Phillips and Jon Richardson pit their muscles and common sense against the
power of Dara’s mathematical brain as they battle it out to solve puzzles and problems set by
Oxford Professor Marcus du Sautoy. Today’s theme is: ‘The Maths of Making and Breaking’.
(S.3,Ep.3) (From the UK) (Entertainment Series) PG **New Episode**

4:50 pm

Vs. Arashi - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit their
wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople every week.
The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool prizes. (From Japan, in
Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

5:45 pm

American Ninja Warrior - Best Runs of the Season - This heart-racing competition series is
back for a sixth season, with hosts Matt Iseman, former NFL player Akbar Gbaja Biamila, and
co-host Jenn Brown. The action-packed series follows competitors as they tackle the world’s
most difficult obstacle courses in qualifying and finals rounds in Los Angeles, Dallas, St. Louis
Miami and Denver, with the national finals round in Las Vegas, on a four-stage course modelled
after the famed Mount Midoriyama. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:35 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel of 24
single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through the use of
their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large studio
audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

7:35 pm

Community - Foosball And Nocturnal Vigilantism - Shirley teaches Jeff foosball so that he
can beat a team of cocky, obnoxious Germans, while Annie creates an overly elaborate ruse so
that she doesn't have to tell Abed that she broke his special edition The Dark Knight DVD.
(From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

8:00 pm

Community - Regional Holiday Music - The study group is slowly convinced to fill in for the
Glee Club at Greendale’s Christmas pageant after Abed decides he wants them to spend the
holiday together. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

8:30 pm

Movie: Cafe De Flore - A love story about people separated by time and place but connected
in profound and mysterious ways. Atmospheric, fantastical, tragic and hopeful, the film
chronicles the parallel fates of Jacqueline, a young mother with a disabled son in 1960s Paris,
and Antoine, a recently divorced, successful DJ in present day Montreal. What binds the two
stories together is love - euphoric, obsessive, tragic, youthful, timeless love. Directed by JeanMarc Vallée and stars Vanessa Paradis, Kevin Parent and Hélène Florent. (From France, in
French Canadian and French Sign Language) (Drama) (2011) (Rpt) MA(A,S)
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Monday December 21st, 2015
10:45 pm

Movie: Soul Kitchen - Winner of the Special Jury Prize at the 2009 Venice Film Festival, this
upbeat comedy follows the antics of hapless Greek-German schnitzel joint owner, Zinos
Kazantsakis. Zinos must deal with the daily demands of his eccentric clientele, convince his
surly chef to stay the course, and baby-sit his jail-bird brother, all the while under pressure from
his girlfriend and nosey government officials. Directed by Fatih Akin and stars Adam
Bousdoukos, Moritz Bleibtreu and Pheline Roggan. (From Germany, in German) (Comedy)
(2009) (Rpt) MA (S)

12:30 am

The Sarah Silverman Program - Batteries - When the batteries in Sarah's TV remote die, she
embarks on an odyssey to find new ones. Brian shows Steve that he's capable of discussing
politics. (S.1,Ep.4) (From the USA) (Comedy) (Rpt) M(A,D)

1:00 am

Free Radio - The New Intern - James cracks down when Lance's hazing of his intern
replacement gets out of hand. Lance's new 'motorcycle' becomes the source of a heated debate
with skateboarding legend Tony Hawk. After giving Ugly Betty's Ashley Jensen an identity crisis,
Lance attempts to cure Howie Mandel (Deal or No Deal) of his OCD. (From the US) (Comedy
Series) (Rpt) PG

1:25 am

RuPaul's Drag Race - Gone With The Windows - Twelve new queens compete to be
America's Next Drag Superstar. The queens must reinvent their drag looks using only a set of
curtains and household items. Guest judges include comedienne Kathy Griffin & photographer
Mike Ruiz. (S.2,Ep.1) (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) M(S,L)

2:20 am

Interior. Leather Bar. - Filmmakers James Franco and Travis Mathews re-imagine the lost 40
minutes from "Cruising" as a starting point to a broader exploration of sexual and creative
freedom. (From the US) (Documentary) MA(S,N)

3:25 am

RT News In English From Moscow - RT from Moscow delivers the latest news and current
affairs from around the world including special reports and entertainment news.
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Tuesday December 22nd, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Ukrainian News - Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in Kyiv, no
subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in Macedonian,
no subtitles.

9:05 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:40 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:20 am

Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

12:05 pm

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.

1:30 pm

Tamil News - News via satellite from PolimerTV as broadcast in India (Chennai), in Tamil, no
subtitles.

2:00 pm

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.
(News)

2:30 pm

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.

3:00 pm

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

3:30 pm

Nepali News - News via satellite from Nepal Television in Kathmandu, in Nepali, no subtitles.
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Tuesday December 22nd, 2015
4:00 pm

Mysterious Cities Of Gold - The original 80s animation classic that follows a young orphan
called Esteban as he searches the New World for both his father and the Mysterious Cities of
Gold. (From France, in English) (Animation) (Rpt) PG

4:35 pm

Vs. Arashi - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit their
wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople every week.
The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool prizes. (From Japan, in
Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

5:35 pm

Urban Freestyler - Al Johnson - Against the backdrop of London's gritty, urban landscape
watch some of the world's top football freestylers perform amazing tricks. (From the UK) (Short)
G

5:40 pm

American Ninja Warrior - Best Runs of the Season - This heart-racing competition series is
back for a sixth season, with hosts Matt Iseman, former NFL player Akbar Gbaja Biamila, and
co-host Jenn Brown. The action-packed series follows competitors as they tackle the world’s
most difficult obstacle courses in qualifying and finals rounds in Los Angeles, Dallas, St. Louis
Miami and Denver, with the national finals round in Las Vegas, on a four-stage course modelled
after the famed Mount Midoriyama. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:35 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel of 24
single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through the use of
their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large studio
audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

7:35 pm

Community - Urban Matrimony And The Sandwich Arts - Pierce comes to Shirley with a
business proposal just as she's about to get married to Andre. Meanwhile, Troy and Abed try to
act "normal" for the wedding, Britta discovers a new skill, and Jeff struggles with his toast. (From
the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

8:00 pm

Community - Contemporary Impressionists - The study group must work as celebrity
impersonators at a bar mitzvah to pay off Abed’s debt to a talent agency owner (guest star
French Stewart), while Troy struggles with how to deal with his best friend’s loose grasp of
reality. Meanwhile, Jeff battles his growing ego after being prescribed anti-anxiety medication.
(From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

8:30 pm

Don't Tell My Mother I'm In... - Ukraine - Diego finds himself in the Ukraine which first gained
its independence after the fall of the Russian Tsar in 1917 only to have it snatched away again
in 1920. After this the Ukrainians suffered through famines, World Wars and 70 odd years of
brutal Soviet rule. Emerging as an independent state once again in 1991, they are still working
to achieve political and economic stability. Diego shows us the plight of this relatively new
nation as it fights human trafficking and illegal arms transport on the Black Sea, experiments
with a new use for its dolphin soldiers, tries to support an enormous homeless child population,
continues to suffer from the Chernobyl nuclear disaster, all the while searching for its Ukrainian
identity. (S.5,Ep.3) (From France, in English & Ukrainian) (Documentary) PG **New Episode**
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Tuesday December 22nd, 2015
9:25 pm

Living With The Enemy - Same Sex Marriage -This new series is set to confront prejudices
and the fault lines in contemporary Australian society. Each episode explores a different subject
currently dividing Australian opinion by asking people to live 24/7 with others whose lifestyles
and beliefs directly contradict their own. Each pairing has never met each other before they
spend ten days together – five days in one world, then five days in the other. In tonight's
premiere episode, Gregory and Michael are passionate gay activists and atheists who are
engaged to be married. David is a conservative Anglican minister and father of three who
believes gay people should not be married. They’ll spend a rollercoaster ten days immersed in
each other’s worlds, knocking heads and challenging each other’s beliefs. (Commissioned by
SBS) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(L) CC

10:25 pm

Lip Service - On the day of her first performance, Tess has high hopes for her and Lexy, but
things go far from smoothly at the theatre. Sam's also under pressure to lead a major drugs bust
but Ryder's sure she's not ready - is he right? Meanwhile Sadie's weakness for temptation leads
her into hot water. (Season Final) (From the UK) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(S)

11:30 pm

South Park - Free Hat - The boys, upset about re-re-releases of classic American movies such
as The Empire Strikes Back and Raiders of the Lost Ark, decide to form a club to stop these
new versions being made and to get the crowds, they'll be giving away a free hat. (From the US,
in English) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A) CC WS

11:55 pm

Cordon - The centre of Antwerp is sealed off from the outside world when a contagious and
deadly virus spreads like wildfire. Miss Katja is shattered by the death of a student, and people
get contaminated during food riots. (S,1 Ep, 4) (From Belgium) (Drama series) (Rpt) M(V, A, L)

12:50 am

In The Flesh - After visiting the supermarket where he used to hunt with Amy, Kieren
remembers that his sister Jem once spared his life. Together, brother and sister confront the
demons in their pasts. Kieren feels momentarily better, but then has to say goodbye to Amy
who is leaving Roarton in search of The Prophet. Kieren and Rick try to find peace and
acceptance as PDS sufferers in this highly-charged new world. (Part 3 of 3) (Drama Series)
(Rpt) M(V,H,L)

1:50 am

Movie: Vampire Girl Vs Frankenstein Girl - Transfer student Monami has a secret and a past
that has caught up with Mizushima. Deceiving Mizushima into eating a token gift of chocolate,
laced with her blood, he is then catapulted into Monami's vampire world of blood, death and
love. Jilted girlfriend Keiko has other ideas. With a sudden twist of fate, she is then transformed
into the hideous and unforgiving Frankenstein Girl, and the battle for Mizushima's heart begins.
(From Japan, in Japanese) (Film) (Horror) (2009) (Rpt) MA(H,V)

3:25 am

France 24 News In English From Paris - International news and current affairs television from
Paris, offering a French perspective on world events.
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Wednesday December 23rd, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Ukrainian News - Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in Kyiv, no
subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in Macedonian,
no subtitles.

9:05 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:40 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:20 am

Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

12:05 pm

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.

1:30 pm

Tamil News - News via satellite from PolimerTV as broadcast in India (Chennai), in Tamil, no
subtitles.

2:00 pm

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.
(News)

2:30 pm

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.

3:00 pm

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

3:30 pm

African News - African news in English from France 24.
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Wednesday December 23rd, 2015
4:00 pm

Mysterious Cities Of Gold - The original 80s animation classic that follows a young orphan
called Esteban as he searches the New World for both his father and the Mysterious Cities of
Gold. (From France, in English) (Animation) (Rpt) PG

4:35 pm

Vs. Arashi - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit their
wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople every week.
The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool prizes. (From Japan, in
Japanese) (Entertainment Series) G

5:35 pm

Urban Freestyler - Scott Griffiths/Billy Fincham - Against the backdrop of London's gritty,
urban landscape watch some of the world's top football freestylers perform amazing tricks.
(From the UK) (Short) G

5:40 pm

American Ninja Warrior - National Finals in Vegas (Part 1) - This heart-racing competition
series is back for a sixth season, with hosts Matt Iseman, former NFL player Akbar Gbaja
Biamila, and co-host Jenn Brown. The action-packed series follows competitors as they tackle
the world’s most difficult obstacle courses in qualifying and finals rounds in Los Angeles, Dallas,
St. Louis Miami and Denver, with the national finals round in Las Vegas, on a four-stage course
modelled after the famed Mount Midoriyama. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:35 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel of 24
single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through the use of
their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large studio
audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

7:35 pm

Brooklyn Nine-Nine - The Vulture - 'The Vulture', a detective (guest star Dean Winters) from
Special Crimes, takes over Jake's nearly solved murder case and steals his thunder. Over a few
drinks, Jake enlists the precinct to get revenge and find the murder weapon before "The
Vulture" does. Across town, Captain Holt and Gina help Terry get re-certified to carry a gun.
(From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(A) CC

8:00 pm

Brooklyn Nine-Nine - Halloween - It’s Halloween night, a busy time of the year for any police
precinct. Amy detests the holiday, and is not thrilled when she has to don a costume to go
undercover on street patrol with Charles. Back at the precinct, Jake bets Captain Holt that he
can steal his Medal of Valor before midnight, which results in him bringing out some costumes
of his own. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG CC

8:30 pm

Movie: Prince Of Darkness - A research team finds a mysterious cylinder in a deserted
church. If opened, it could mean the end of the world. (From the US) (Movie) (Horror) (1987)
(Rpt) M(H,V,L)

10:30 pm

Movie: Crossroads - Ralph Macchio is Lightning Boy. A kid who can make a slide guitar sing.
Blind Dog is an old pro who knows it. Together, they're headed to a place where deals are
made. And legends are born. (From the US) (Movie) (Drama) (1986) (Rpt) M(L)
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Wednesday December 23rd, 2015
12:20 am

Wilfred - Walking the Dog The tension continues to escalate between Adam and Wilfred so
they all take a trip to the beach. Things are going swimmingly until Wilfred and Adam get caught
in a rip. Stars Jason Gann, Adam Zwar and Cindy Waddingham. (Commissioned by SBS, in
English) (Comedy Series) (Part 4 of 8) (Rpt) MA(L,D) CC WS

12:50 am

Shameless - Jamie and Shane hatch a scheme to steal a batch of lottery scratchcards from
Manchester's former War Rooms, and recruit Frank, Aidan and Ruby as accomplices. However,
when they try to put their plan into action, Frank's cowardice leaves them all in danger. Letitia
and her friends form a girl group, but receive a nasty surprise when they put a video online,
while Karen tries to prove her mettle to Mimi. Stars David Threlfall, Tina Malone and Aaron
McCusker. (From the UK) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(S,L) CC

1:40 am

Shameless - Truths, lies and confessions emerge as time starts to run out for the five people
trapped underground. Jamie panics that Karen will learn the truth about Gloria, Frank has a
sobering revelation about what his life has become, while Ruby and Aidan grow increasingly
angry with how the others perceive them. Meanwhile, back above ground, Karen desperately
tries to work out where the missing five have gone. Stars David Threlfall, Tina Malone and
Aaron McCusker. (From the UK) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(L) CC

2:35 am

Toast Of London - Vanity Project - Caught in the middle of an acrimonious and expensive
divorce Toast needs to find a lot of cash, fast. Given two potential solutions, a starring role in a
new feature film being made by a rich Arab billionaire or a laxative ad, he plumps for the former,
despite the protestations of his agent Jane Plough. But given the content of the movie, has
Toast made the right decision? Guest starring Amanda Donohoe and Stanley Townsend. (From
the UK) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) MA(L)

3:05 am

Morgan Spurlock's New Britannia - Power - Morgan Spurlock presents a satirical talk show
that takes a comedic look at the differences between British and American culture. Each week,
Morgan will scrutinise one particular aspect of British society, with the help of some big-name
guests from both sides of the Atlantic. This week Morgan discusses power in Britain with
American comedian Rich Hall, British compatriot Roisin Conaty and former barrister turned
comedy writer Clive Anderson. (From the UK) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) M

4:00 am

DW News In English From Berlin - News and analysis of the top international and European
news and current affairs from Berlin.
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Thursday December 24th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Maltese News - News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no
subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in Macedonian,
no subtitles.

9:05 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:40 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:20 am

Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

12:05 pm

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.

1:30 pm

Tamil News - News via satellite from PolimerTV as broadcast in India (Chennai), in Tamil, no
subtitles.

2:00 pm

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.
(News)

2:30 pm

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.

3:00 pm

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.
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EASTERN STATES (NSW, ACT, VIC & TAS)
3:30 pm

Somali News - News via satellite from Universal TV as broadcast in Somalia (Mogadishu), in
Somali, no subtitles.

4:00 pm

Mysterious Cities Of Gold - The original 80s animation classic that follows a young orphan
called Esteban as he searches the New World for both his father and the Mysterious Cities of
Gold. (From France, in English) (Animation) (Rpt) PG

4:35 pm

Vs. Arashi - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit their
wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople every week.
The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool prizes. (From Japan, in
Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

5:30 pm

Urban Freestyler - Against the backdrop of London's gritty, urban landscape watch some of the
world's top football freestylers perform amazing tricks. (From the UK) (Short) (Rpt) G

5:35 pm

American Ninja Warrior - National Finals in Vegas (Part 1) - This heart-racing competition
series is back for a sixth season, with hosts Matt Iseman, former NFL player Akbar Gbaja
Biamila, and co-host Jenn Brown. The action-packed series follows competitors as they tackle
the world’s most difficult obstacle courses in qualifying and finals rounds in Los Angeles, Dallas,
St. Louis Miami and Denver, with the national finals round in Las Vegas, on a four-stage course
modelled after the famed Mount Midoriyama. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:30 pm

Hyundai A-League - Round 12: Western Sydney Wanderers V Newcastle Jets Live Round 12 of the Hyundai A-League kicks off on SBS 2 with live coverage as the Newcastle Jets
take on the Western Sydney Wanderers at Pirtek Stadium, Parramatta. The Friday night match
coverage will be hosted by former Socceroo and A-League Champion David Zdrilic along with
chief football analyst and ex-Socceroo Craig Foster. Match commentary will be provided by
David Basheer and former English Premier League star Michael Bridges. Reporter Lucy Zelic
will be on the sidelines at each match with player and coach interviews as well as updates
throughout the night. (An SBS Production) (Football) **Live**
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA
3:30 pm

Somali News - News via satellite from Universal TV as broadcast in Somalia (Mogadishu), in
Somali, no subtitles.

4:00 pm

Vs. Arashi - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit their
wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople every week.
The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool prizes. (From Japan, in
Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

4:55 pm

Urban Freestyler - Against the backdrop of London's gritty, urban landscape watch some of the
world's top football freestylers perform amazing tricks. (From the UK) (Short) (Rpt) G

5:00 pm

American Ninja Warrior - National Finals in Vegas (Part 1) - This heart-racing competition
series is back for a sixth season, with hosts Matt Iseman, former NFL player Akbar Gbaja
Biamila, and co-host Jenn Brown. The action-packed series follows competitors as they tackle
the world’s most difficult obstacle courses in qualifying and finals rounds in Los Angeles, Dallas,
St. Louis Miami and Denver, with the national finals round in Las Vegas, on a four-stage course
modelled after the famed Mount Midoriyama. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:00 pm

Hyundai A-League - Round 12: Western Sydney Wanderers V Newcastle Jets Live Round 12 of the Hyundai A-League kicks off on SBS 2 with live coverage as the Newcastle Jets
take on the Western Sydney Wanderers at Pirtek Stadium, Parramatta. The Friday night match
coverage will be hosted by former Socceroo and A-League Champion David Zdrilic along with
chief football analyst and ex-Socceroo Craig Foster. Match commentary will be provided by
David Basheer and former English Premier League star Michael Bridges. Reporter Lucy Zelic
will be on the sidelines at each match with player and coach interviews as well as updates
throughout the night. (An SBS Production) (Football) **Live**

8:50 pm

From Scratch - Toaster - Tom Thwaites’ toughest challenge yet sees him take on the toaster.
While it makes the most basic food, Tom is in awe of the amount of technology each toaster has
inside it. His journey takes him to Sussex to find some oil to help him begin the long and
complex process of making plastic and to the most remote place in Scotland to find a source of
mica which was once used to make Spitfires. Once his toaster is complete, he tests his creation
out at a cafe. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC
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QUEENSLAND
3:30 pm

Somali News - News via satellite from Universal TV as broadcast in Somalia (Mogadishu), in
Somali, no subtitles.

4:00 pm

The Mysterious Cities of Gold - The Subterranean Secret - The original 80s animation
classic that follows a young orphan called Esteban as he searches the New World for both his
father and the Mysterious Cities of Gold. (From France, in English) (Animation) (Rpt) PG

4:35 pm

Vs. Arashi - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit their
wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople every week.
The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool prizes. (From Japan, in
Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

5:30 pm

Hyundai A-League - Round 12: Western Sydney Wanderers V Newcastle Jets Live Round 12 of the Hyundai A-League kicks off on SBS 2 with live coverage as the Newcastle Jets
take on the Western Sydney Wanderers at Pirtek Stadium, Parramatta. The Friday night match
coverage will be hosted by former Socceroo and A-League Champion David Zdrilic along with
chief football analyst and ex-Socceroo Craig Foster. Match commentary will be provided by
David Basheer and former English Premier League star Michael Bridges. Reporter Lucy Zelic
will be on the sidelines at each match with player and coach interviews as well as updates
throughout the night. (An SBS Production) (Football) **Live**

8:20 pm

Urban Freestyler - Against the backdrop of London's gritty, urban landscape watch some of the
world's top football freestylers perform amazing tricks. (From the UK) (Short) (Rpt) G

8:25 pm

American Ninja Warrior - National Finals in Vegas (Part 1) - This heart-racing competition
series is back for a sixth season, with hosts Matt Iseman, former NFL player Akbar Gbaja
Biamila, and co-host Jenn Brown. The action-packed series follows competitors as they tackle
the world’s most difficult obstacle courses in qualifying and finals rounds in Los Angeles, Dallas,
St. Louis Miami and Denver, with the national finals round in Las Vegas, on a four-stage course
modelled after the famed Mount Midoriyama. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G
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NORTHERN TERRITORY
3:30 pm

Somali News - News via satellite from Universal TV as broadcast in Somalia (Mogadishu), in
Somali, no subtitles.

4:00 pm

Vs. Arashi - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit their
wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople every week.
The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool prizes. (From Japan, in
Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

4:55 pm

Urban Freestyler - Against the backdrop of London's gritty, urban landscape watch some of the
world's top football freestylers perform amazing tricks. (From the UK) (Short) (Rpt) G

5:00 pm

Hyundai A-League - Round 12: Western Sydney Wanderers V Newcastle Jets Live Round 12 of the Hyundai A-League kicks off on SBS 2 with live coverage as the Newcastle Jets
take on the Western Sydney Wanderers at Pirtek Stadium, Parramatta. The Friday night match
coverage will be hosted by former Socceroo and A-League Champion David Zdrilic along with
chief football analyst and ex-Socceroo Craig Foster. Match commentary will be provided by
David Basheer and former English Premier League star Michael Bridges. Reporter Lucy Zelic
will be on the sidelines at each match with player and coach interviews as well as updates
throughout the night. (An SBS Production) (Football) **Live**

7:50 pm

American Ninja Warrior - National Finals in Vegas (Part 1) - This heart-racing competition
series is back for a sixth season, with hosts Matt Iseman, former NFL player Akbar Gbaja
Biamila, and co-host Jenn Brown. The action-packed series follows competitors as they tackle
the world’s most difficult obstacle courses in qualifying and finals rounds in Los Angeles, Dallas,
St. Louis Miami and Denver, with the national finals round in Las Vegas, on a four-stage course
modelled after the famed Mount Midoriyama. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

8:50 pm

From Scratch - Toaster - Tom Thwaites’ toughest challenge yet sees him take on the toaster.
While it makes the most basic food, Tom is in awe of the amount of technology each toaster has
inside it. His journey takes him to Sussex to find some oil to help him begin the long and
complex process of making plastic and to the most remote place in Scotland to find a source of
mica which was once used to make Spitfires. Once his toaster is complete, he tests his creation
out at a cafe. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA
3:30 pm

Hyundai A-League - Round 12: Western Sydney Wanderers V Newcastle Jets Live Round 12 of the Hyundai A-League kicks off on SBS 2 with live coverage as the Newcastle Jets
take on the Western Sydney Wanderers at Pirtek Stadium, Parramatta. The Friday night match
coverage will be hosted by former Socceroo and A-League Champion David Zdrilic along with
chief football analyst and ex-Socceroo Craig Foster. Match commentary will be provided by
David Basheer and former English Premier League star Michael Bridges. Reporter Lucy Zelic
will be on the sidelines at each match with player and coach interviews as well as updates
throughout the night. (An SBS Production) (Football) **Live**

6:20 pm

Vs. Arashi - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit their
wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople every week.
The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool prizes. (From Japan, in
Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

7:15 pm

Urban Freestyler - Against the backdrop of London's gritty, urban landscape watch some of the
world's top football freestylers perform amazing tricks. (From the UK) (Short) (Rpt) G

7:20 pm

American Ninja Warrior - National Finals in Vegas (Part 1) - This heart-racing competition
series is back for a sixth season, with hosts Matt Iseman, former NFL player Akbar Gbaja
Biamila, and co-host Jenn Brown. The action-packed series follows competitors as they tackle
the world’s most difficult obstacle courses in qualifying and finals rounds in Los Angeles, Dallas,
St. Louis Miami and Denver, with the national finals round in Las Vegas, on a four-stage course
modelled after the famed Mount Midoriyama. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

8:20 pm

From Scratch - Toaster - Tom Thwaites’ toughest challenge yet sees him take on the toaster.
While it makes the most basic food, Tom is in awe of the amount of technology each toaster has
inside it. His journey takes him to Sussex to find some oil to help him begin the long and
complex process of making plastic and to the most remote place in Scotland to find a source of
mica which was once used to make Spitfires. Once his toaster is complete, he tests his creation
out at a cafe. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC

8:50 pm

From Scratch - Trainers - When Tom Thwaites discovers that one trainer has over 80
separate parts from all over the world he knows that he’s got a very difficult job ahead of him.
Beginning in Scotland, Tom takes part in the annual culling in order to find a wild deer from
which he can make leather for the uppers. He then heads to a secret location to find cannabis
plants from which he can source hemp to make canvas. Finally he heads to Cornwall in order to
extract rubber before he takes his finished trainers to a Hip-Hop dance battle. (From the UK)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC
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ALL MARKETS REJOIN
9:20 pm

Derren Brown: Apocalypse - Apocalypse (Part One) - The first of a two-part show,
psychological illusionist Derren Brown unleashes his most audacious plan yet - to convince one
person that the planet has been devastated by a catastrophic meteorite strike, that lethal,
infected zombies now roam the land and he is one of a mere handful of survivors. Our 'survivor'
is someone who takes life for granted, and has yet to truly value what he has. The adventure
that awaits him is meticulously crafted to give him the ultimate wake-up call, and teach him
valuable life-lessons. (From the UK) (Entertainment) (Part 1 of 2) (Rpt) M(L) CC

10:10 pm

Derren Brown: Apocalypse (Part Two) - Derren Brown continues his odyssey beyond the end
of the world, combining his customary inventive mix of thought-provoking entertainment with
extraordinary psychological tricks and experiments. In this concluding episode, the unwitting
participant continues his adventure in a post-apocalyptic world menaced by zombies.
Meticulously crafted challenges and situations begin to transform his way of seeing himself and
his life, as he hurtles towards the thrilling climax of his own horror story. (From the UK)
(Entertainment) (Part 2 of 2) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC

11:05 pm

Movie: Jump – Jump follows the lives of four twenty-somethings whose lives collide one fateful
New Year's Eve amidst the ancient walls of Derry, Northern Ireland in a night of fast talk,
accidents and intrigue. Johnny, a small time crook and Marie, a dissatisfied shop assistant, are
both looking for a fresh start. Greta is on the verge of taking her own life and Pearse has a
bounty on his head for asking difficult questions about his missing brother Eddie. As the clock
ticks down to midnight and the night's events fall into place, Jump weaves an existential portrait
of our character's lives as their hopes, fears and secrets are revealed. (From Ireland) (Movie)
(Drama) (2012) M(S,V,L) **Premiere**

12:35 am

Orphan Black - Governed As It Were By Chance - Sarah comes home to look for answers.
With Cosima's help, she digs into the origins of the clone experiment. The hunt takes her right
into the belly of the beast, but getting out again could cost her more than she knows. (S.2,Ep.4)
(From Canada) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(A,V)

1:25 am

Banana - Helen’s trying to get rid of a sour old relationship, with an annoying ex who simply
won’t leave her alone. But when the ex turns nasty and posts sex tapes of Helen online, for
everyone to see, she thinks her entire world has collapsed. But little does she know that a
bunch of unlikely saviours are on their way to help. (S.1,Ep.4) (From the UK) (Drama Series)
MA(L)

1:55 am

Alarm For Cobra 11 - Own Their Initiative: Part One - This action packed police drama,
known for its high performance stunts, shadows two highway patrol officers as they solve cases
on the German Autobahn. Semir has masterminded the arrest of drug lord Sander Kalvus, the
murderer of his partner Chris and Semir’s archenemy. To convict him, a statement is required
from the witness Harald Flensmann. But Flensman is a very difficult person. He is a
hypochondriac, a panic junkie, a busybody who constantly interferes in other people’s personal
problems and is always ready to quote from his psycho self-help books. (Part 1 of 2) (From
Germany, in German) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(A,V)
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Thursday December 24th, 2015
2:45 am

Ugly Americans - Lilly and the Beast - Follows social worker Mark Lilly as he helps new
citizens, both human and supernatural, adapt to life in New York City. In this episode, Callie
reveals to Mark that she's been sleeping with other guys. So when Mark's college girlfriend
shows up, he decides to put his newly ‘open relationship’ with Callie to the test. (From the US)
(Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(A,S,L)

3:15 am

Ugly Americans - Mummy Dearest - With Mark working all the time, Randall feels neglected,
so he decides that they should spend more time together to decide if they should stay
roommates. Meanwhile, Grimes's mummy returns from the dead, only to find fault with
everything Grimes is doing. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(A,S,L)

3:45 am

NHK World English News - News and information on Japan's politics, business, culture,
entertainment and more.
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Friday December 25th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Bosnian News - News via satellite from Radio-Televizija Bosne i Hercegovine, Bosnia.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in Macedonian,
no subtitles.

9:05 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:40 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:20 am

Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

12:05 pm

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.

1:30 pm

Tamil News - News via satellite from PolimerTV as broadcast in India (Chennai), in Tamil, no
subtitles.

2:00 pm

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.
(News)

2:30 pm

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.

3:00 pm

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

3:30 pm

Armenian News - News via satellite from Channel H1 Armenia (Yerevan), in Armenian, no
subtitles
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4:00 pm

Mysterious Cities Of Gold - The original 80s animation classic that follows a young orphan
called Esteban as he searches the New World for both his father and the Mysterious Cities of
Gold. (From France, in English) (Animation) (Rpt) PG

4:35 pm

PopAsia Christmas Special – Details TBA.

6:30 pm

Mythbusters - Christmas Special - This series investigates the bizarre claims of urban
legends and modern misconceptions about all manner of things, by putting them to the test. The
mythbusters, this week are cracking open Christmas season myths. This program features new
and old stories, screening the top ten favourite Mythbusters' stories as voted by the audience.
Such as, can frozen turkeys explode when dropped into a deep fryer? (From the US, in English)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC WS

7:30 pm

Battle For Money - Battle for Money is a Japanese game show like no other - the ultimate
game of free-for-all dodgeball, where everyone else is the enemy. (From Japan, in Japanese)
(Entertainment) G

9:30 pm

Movie: Ip Man - The Final Fight - In post-war Hong Kong, legendary Wing Chun grandmaster
Ip Man is reluctantly called into action once more. In what begins as simple challenges from
rival Kung Fu styles, soon draws him into the dark and dangerous underworld of the Triads. To
defend his life and honour, he has no choice but to fight one last time. (From Hong Kong)
(Movie) (Biography) (2013) M(A,V)

11:20 pm

Space Dandy - Slow and Steady Wins the Race, Baby - Thanks to a nifty, handheld
teleportation device, Dandy and Meow get mixed up with a fishy little alien whose planet is
teetering on the brink of obliteration! (From Japan, in Japanese) (Animation Series) PG **New
Episode**

11:50 pm

Assassination Classroom - School's Out/1st Term - After two days of exams, the results are
in. Both the ace A Class and the end E Class must come to terms with the outcome - and so
must Koro Sensei. (From Japan, in English) (Animation Series) PG **New Episode**

12:20 am

PopAsia Christmas Special – Details TBA.

2:15 am

NHK World English News - News and information on Japan's politics, business, culture,
entertainment and more.
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Saturday December 26th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Hungarian News - News via satellite from Duna TV (DTV) Budapest, in Hungarian, no
subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in Macedonian,
no subtitles.

9:05 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:40 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:20 am

Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

12:05 pm

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Hyundai A-League - Round 12: Western Sydney Wanderers V Newcastle Jets Live Round 12 sees the Newcastle Jets take on the Western Sydney Wanderers at Pirtek Stadium,
Parramatta. The match coverage will be hosted by former Socceroo and A-League Champion
David Zdrilic along with chief football analyst and ex-Socceroo Craig Foster. Match commentary
will be provided by David Basheer and former English Premier League star Michael Bridges.
Reporter Lucy Zelic will be on the sidelines at each match with player and coach interviews as
well as updates throughout the night. (An SBS Production) (Football) **Replay**

3:00 pm

Never Ever Do This At Home - Caution labels abound, and common sense dictates that there
are just certain things that one must never, ever do - especially at home. But turning this
accepted wisdom on its head, this series blends science, danger, and humour when hosts Rune
Nilson and Per Olav Alvestad conduct madcap experiments and test the limits of what a house
can withstand - and beyond. (From Norway, in Norwegian) (Entertainment Series) (Part 4 of 6)
M (L)
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Dare 2 Dance - Bollywood star Akshay Kumar hosts this entertaining dance show, where the
contestants are tested not only on their dancing prowess, but also on endurance and
determination. Ten well-known faces from the Indian dance scene will be doing things that they
have never done before, and testing not only their skills but facing their fears as well. (From
India, in Hindi and English) Entertainment Series) G

6:00 pm

Movie: Asterix And Obelix Vs Caesar - A madcap, big budget live-action version of the muchloved comic. Caesar himself decides to investigate the village when they do not pay their taxes.
Non-stop fun with an all-star cast. Directed by Claude Zidi and stars Gerard Depardieu and
Roberto Benigni. (From France in French, English subtitles) (Comedy) 1999) (Rpt) PG WS

8:00 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel of 24
single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through the use of
their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large studio
audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) G

9:00 pm

Where The Wild Men Are With Ben Fogle - Utah - Ben Fogle joins 72-year-old twins Bill and
Bob Stone, canyon-dwelling renegades living in a remote, isolated home, deep in the heart of
America’s Wild West. There he joins the boys cattle-wrangling, rock climbing and sleeping in a
cave. One of the twins even persuades Ben to do a skydive. Ben also discovers more about the
Stone brothers and why they decided to cut themselves off from civilisation. Once parachute
instructors, police informants and bounty hunters, they are now organic farmers and hopeful
doomsday survivors. (S.3,Ep.3) (From the UK) (Documentary) PG CC **Premiere**

9:50 pm

Trivia Nights - Wales/London/Manchester/Yorkshire - Quiz Nights features four pub quiz
teams, in four different pubs all over the country, answering the same questions at the same
time, as they battle to win the Golden Tankard. Tonight, The Chicks in Barnsley take on We Are
Family in Newport, The Old Boys in Catford and The Quizlamics in Manchester. But when the
drinks start flowing, who will know what Britain’s most hated food is or which celebrity has been
in relationships with both Sinitta and Gwyneth Paltrow? (S.1,Ep.4) (From the UK) (Documentary
Series) M(S,L) CC **New Episode**

10:45 pm

24 (India) - 9:00 A.M. - 10:00 A.M. - Jai plans to rescue Trisha and Kiran, and must assure
Trisha that he’ll rescue her. (S.1,Ep.10) (From India, in Hindi and English) (Drama Series) M(V)
**New Episode**

11:40 pm

24 (India) - 10:00 A.M. - 11:00 A.M. - Jai finds a lead to save his family. Fake Abhay will take
Jai to Trisha and Kiran. (S.1,Ep.11) (From India, in Hindi & English) (Drama Series) M(V) **New
Episode**

12:40 am

24 (India) - 11:00 A.M. - 12:00 P.M. - Jai rescues his family, but is cornered by Yakub.
(S.1,Ep.12) (From India, in Hindi & English) (Drama Series) M(V) **New Episode**
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Movie: The Lookout - A major police operation to take down a notorious gang of bank robbers
goes horribly wrong when a rooftop sniper opens fire, killing several police officers and causing
an explosive distraction in which the robbers make their getaway. Commissioner Mattei
launches a large-scale manhunt for the sniper and his team, and is thrown into the seedy
Parisian underworld of criminals and fallen souls. (From France, in French) (Movie) (Action)
MAV(N,V)

3:15 am

CCTV News In English From Beijing - The English language news channel from China
Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network. (News)

